54 Daesh Militants Killed in Pachiragam Airstrikes

JALALABAD - At least four civilians were killed and 27 wounded amid clashes between security forces and militiamen in the Nangarhar province, said the provincial government on Friday.

The clashes erupted on early hours of Thursday, which followed multiple attacks against joint checkpoints of security forces and government-backed local militias, the spokesman added.

Details about security force and government-backed local militias' casualties remain unverified.

Nangarhar province has witnessed 120 km east of Kabul, has been the scene of clashes between security forces and Taliban since the emergence of Afghan IS chapter in early 2015.

Bomb Exploses Inside Herat Mosque; No Casualties

HERAT CITY - A bomb went off inside a mosque in the capital of western Herat province on Friday.

Abdul Hakim told Pajhwok that the explosion took place during Tashriq prayers during Thursday's com-

Kabul - A number of residents of northern Balkh province who went to live in Peshawar in Pakistan said they see “no difference between Pakistan and Afghanistan one day.” The relatively volatile Balkh province of northeastern Afghanistan has been a special location, 5 km north of Kabul, was the center. (Main Page – P.95)
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Four Civilians Killed in Nangarhar

KABUL - Desperately waiting at a cash center in Pul-

Outlook Horoscope

responsibilities weigh heavily on your mind and it's clear that there's a part of you that doesn't really care. You want to do what you want the most, without restrictions, without looking back. You believe you way out of your current frustrations to break through the bounds of debt with sheer force. But some blockages don't respond to a full frontal assault.

Taurus (April-21-May20)

It might feel as though you are on your parade today as a burst of creativity and inspiration runs into the wall of reality. Colorful ideas and images may fill your mind, whether or not they are practical. However, a tenacious Sun-Taurus struggle puts the halt to your fantasies, allowing only the most pragmatic concepts to survive.

Gemini (May-21-June 20)

Negotiations about what you are willing to settle for in order to attract or be loved are likely to be productive today. The Sun's aspect to Saturn in your Third house acts as a signal to be clear about what you expect to accomplish if an enjoyable connection can be so definitive about your needs now, but building a real intimacy can take a lot more than the long run. Honesty is the highest form of intimacy.

Aries (Mar.21-Apr.20)

Requirements weigh heavily on your mind and it's clear that there's a part of you that doesn't really care. You want to do what you want the most, without restrictions, without looking back. You believe you way out of your current frustrations to break through the bounds of debt with sheer force. But some blockages don't respond to a full frontal assault.

Taurus (April-21-May20)

It might feel as though you are on your parade today as a burst of creativity and inspiration runs into the wall of reality. Colorful ideas and images may fill your mind, whether or not they are practical. However, a tenacious Sun-Taurus struggle puts the halt to your fantasies, allowing only the most pragmatic concepts to survive.

Gemini (May-21-June 20)

Negotiations about what you are willing to settle for in order to attract or be loved are likely to be productive today. The Sun's aspect to Saturn in your Third house acts as a signal to be clear about what you expect to accomplish if an enjoyable connection can be so definitive about your needs now, but building a real intimacy can take a lot more than the long run. Honesty is the highest form of intimacy.
